
Gallup High School Dress Code 2023-2024 
Shirts  Pants Shirts/Skirts/Dress Other Items 

Acceptable: Acceptable: Acceptable: Acceptable: 

POLO SHIRTS (Patterned  

or Solid but no red or blue) 
Khakis or Black Pants                  

All shorts must be a solid color 

(no red or blue allowed) 

Hats outside the building - no 

red or blue hats or those with 

profanity, gang affiliations, drug 

paraphernalia or inappropriate 

logos on them 

Polos must be worn all day   

Collars must be visible at all 

times 

Any jeans can be worn as long 

as skin is not exposed 

Rule for shorts, dresses & skirts: 

must pass the tip of the middle 

finger when arms are at sides 

Belts- Black, Brown, and Tan 

only 

Button down shirts  - 

(Patterned  

or Solid but no red or blue) 

All pants (Jeans, khaki's, 

slacks) and they may have 

appropriate patterns 

Appropriate Skirts/Dresses with 

a sleeve. 

Plain any color except blue or 

red sweatshirts/hoodies/zip up 

jackets 

Any GHS / Bengal Spirit t-

shirt or Plain t-Shirt 
    

Shoes-Tennis shoes, flats, crocs, 

boots, and heels 

        

Unacceptable for 
Shirts:  

Unacceptable for 
Pants:  

Unacceptable for 
Shirts/Skirts/Dress :  

Unacceptable for Other 
Items:  

No Red or Blue shirts of any 

kind 

Jeans may NOT have holes or 

frays that expose the skin. 

NO Writing across the backside 

of pants, shorts, skirts, or 

dresses 

No Slippers, spikes, chains or 

bandanas 

Polos may NOT be see  

through  
No Red or Blue  

Shorts and skirts may NOT have 

holes or frays that expose the 

skin 

NO Blankets, trench coats or 

robes 

Any type of undergarment 

may not be visible under any 

type of shirt. 

 NO SAGGY OR 

BAGGYPANTS, must be worn 

at the waist - may not show 

underwear.  

NO Basketball shorts  
NO Hoods/Hats/Beanies  

inside the building 

No low cut shirts revealing 

cleavage or skin showing 

when arms are stretched 

upwards on midriff 

NO LEGGINGS or TIGHTS or 

Yoga Pants unless worn under a 

dress or skirt 

No spaghetti strap or strapless 

dresses/tops. 

BELTS must be secured in loops  

NO Red or Blue Belts 

No tank tops, backless tops, 

spaghetti strap tops or crop 

tops 

NO Sweatpants/Wind 

Pants/Work-out Pants allowed 
  

No profanity, drug 

paraphernalia, gang affiliations 

or inappropriate logos (skulls, 

pentagrams etc) / lettering ON 

ANY CLOTHING  including 

socks, jackets, hoodies or 

sweatshirts 

    

ABSOLUTLY NO RED OR BLUE ACCESSORIES OF ANY 
KIND 



 

 

  

              Acceptable Tops                                            Unacceptable Top  

       Solid Color Polo              Buttoned top                     Red Shirt                    Crop top  

                                   

  

      Acceptable Bottoms                                              Unacceptable Bottoms  

      Torn Jeans                Jeans                                       Exposed Skin                 Sweatpants  

                                         

  

  

 

 

 

 

           Acceptable Sweatshirts                                            Unacceptable Sweatshirts  

      |       

  


